
TOWEL RAILS

TOWEL RAILS 
The luxurious & attractive way to provide heat whilst providing a sophisticated focal point.

The hydronic experts
H2O HEATING 

The radiated heat provided by a towel rail is natural, soothing and wholesome; 
once you have experienced the sumptuous feeling from a warm towel having 
stepped from the bath or shower you will understand why the towel rail is  
such an important part of a hydronic heating system.



Towel rail radiators have been an essential part of hydronic heating 
systems in Europe for many years, equally suited to the bathroom 
or kitchen they provide a dramatic focal point for the room whilst 
providing a practical heat.

A further benefit in including a towel rail as part of your hydronic 
heating system is the ability, through the use of a duel fuel element, 
for the towel rail to work when the heating system is switched off. 
This means you can still dry and warm your towels in summer  
when heating is not required.

H2O Heating offers a standard range of classic ladder style towel 
rails with simple straight or softer curved rails as well as the new 
Iconic offering a different aesthetic with its bold more evenly  
spaced rails both available in white as standard or stylish  
polished chrome finish.

BLACK IS THE NEW WHITE

Recently a trend has developed for back accents in home décor 
particularly within wet areas with black fittings such as taps; shower 
heads and controls growing in popularity. Here at H2O Heating  
we are pleased to offer our clients a colour match service whereby  
a standard white towel rail can be custom powder coated in  
any colour from the Dulux powder coat range enabling clients  
to complement or create contrast within their wet room décor.

The towel rails supplied by H2O Heating are manufactured by 
reputable leading European companies of hydronic heating  
products which carry a 10-year warranty so you can be assured  
of a high quality product.

DESIGNER TOWEL RAILS

Combining function and form the new innovative and exciting designer towel rails available from H2O Heating offer something  
a little more unique, producing a stunning contemporary feature.
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